UCSD Cognitive Science Colloquium
Fridays at 3pm in CSB 003

10.09.15 - **Jeff Hancock**, Stanford Communication
Affect, Affordances and the Psychology of Social Media

10.16.15 - **Adena Schachner**, UCSD Psychology
The development of social reasoning:
The hidden social meaning of others’ actions and objects

10.23.15 - **David Kirsh**, UCSD Cognitive Science
What is thinking?

10.30.15 - **Benjamin Bergen**, UCSD Cognitive Science
Toward a cognitive science of swearing

11.06.15 - **Uri Gneezy**, UCSD, Rady School of Management
Lying costs and incentives

11.20.15 - **Rachel Mayberry**, UCSD Linguistics
TBA

12.04.15 - **Alia Crum**, Stanford Psychology
Mindsets, Placebo Effects, and the Social-Psychological Creation of Reality